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The Convergence of Big Data, AI and HPC

Modeling The World

Data-Intensive
Processing

Hybrid workflows with a 
mix of simulation and 

analytics

Data Models

Analysis of large 
datasets for knowledge 
discovery, insight, and 

prediction.

Math  Models

Simulation and modelling of 
the natural world via 

mathematical equations



The Convergence of Big Data, AI and HPC

Integrated Analytics and AI 
platform for Data Preparation and 

Machine Learning 

500NX

Dense GPU systems with broad support for 
NVIDIA® Tesla® Accelerators and FPGAs

500GT

Scalable high performance 
supercomputers with Analytics and 

AI/DL
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The Convergence of Big Data, AI and HPC
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Systems/Container Management

Analytics/Machine Learning Ecosystem

Deep Learning Toolkits

Big Data

Today: Running software built for the cloud on HPC hardware

Benefit: Convergence of productivity and performance

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCObR85jFi8kCFQlwPgod6fYHZA&url=https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache_Spark&psig=AFQjCNFEtbW0aqXpHbnpSOEoDSrdF5POPw&ust=1447440232698881


Opportunity: HPC Contributions to Analytics and AI
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Analytics = Retrieval Analytics = Intelligence

HPC Best Practices:

● Application fine-tuning / Performance optimization

● High-performance interconnect

● Algorithmic cleverness to trade compute and i/o

● Overlap compute and i/o with programming model
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The Convergence of Big Data, AI and HPC

Graph Analytics Matrix Methods Deep Learning

Handle 1000x bigger datasets with a 
100x better speed-up with queries

Get 2-26x over Big Data Frameworks 
like Hadoop, Spark

95%+ scalability efficiency that can 
reduce training time from days to hours
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Observation: HPC has a lot more to offer to Big Data and AI 



Benefits of Convergence: Graph Analytics
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● Comparison to Spark+GraphX
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Nearly a 100x performance speed-up over GraphX....

Maschhoff, K., et al., Quantifying Performance of CGE: A Unified Scalable Pattern Mining and Search System, in the Proc. Of the Cray User Group Conference, 2017.



Benefits of Convergence: Matrix Methods
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● Experimental Setup
● Cori @ NERSC

● 1630 compute nodes

● Memory: 128 GB/node, 

● 32 2.3GHz Haswell cores/node 

Gittens, Alex, et al. "Matrix factorizations at scale: A comparison of scientific data analytics in spark and C+ MPI using three case studies." , IEEE International Conference on Big Data.2016.



Benefits of Convergence: Deep Learning
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● Before

● After
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How does convergence help answer questions like…

● How does “scorpion venom” work as a “tumor marker” ?

● Has the association between BUB1B, PLK4 and Cancer control already
discovered?

● A patient is unable to stand on his toes, has high levels of Creatine Kinase,
showing signs of muscle weakness (particularly in the calf), is walking
awkwardly because of that. What rare disease could the patient be suffering
from? What gene-mutations should we be looking to target for therapy?

● List all chemicals/small molecules – that interacts with protein P – is known to
have associations with Gene X – that causes the symptoms S1,S2,…?

● We know the Molecule X and its properties so well ? Given its mechanism in
humans, how can this be repurposed?



Big Data : The National Library of Medicine
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Data source: Pubmed + Pubmed Central
• Number of papers processed : ~27 million
• Number of predications : ~91 million
• Number of distinct terms : ~ 2 million
• Number of “node-types” : 133
• Number of “relationships” : 69

Other open-data sources:
• PubChem, Uniprot, ClinVar, ClinGen, KEGG,

DrugBank, OrangeBook, Go, SNOMED, MedDRA ,
SNOMED,…..

Work conducted at Oak Ridge National Lab…



Matrix Methods for Knowledge Graph Extraction
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C0035150 Reproduction orgf orgf Process of C0042776 Virus virs virs

C0028158 Nitrogen elii elii Coexists with C0012854 DNA bacs,nnon bacs

C0001407 Adenine bacs,nnon bacs Is a C0034140 Purines orch orch

C0010843 Cytosine bacs,orch bacs Is a C0034289 Pyrimidines orch orch

C0018321 Guanine bacs,nnon bacs Is a C0034140 Purines orch orch

C0040087 Thymine bacs,nnon bacs Is a C0034289 Pyrimidines orch orch

C0029235 Organism orgm orgm location of C0010843 Cytosine bacs,orch orch

C0039202 T-Phages virs virs location of C0010843 Cytosine bacs,orch bacs

C0931513 Right helix bpoc bpoc part of C0018563 Hand bpoc bpoc

Process
• Term to concept mapping (UMLS)
• Entity resolution (Meta-Thesaurus)
• Relationship extraction using NLP.

Natural language to machine-understandable language…



Deep Learning for Natural Language Understanding
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Applications/ Success Stories
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2015 2016

The Historical Clinicopathological Conference



Use-case: Hypothesis Generation for Mystery Illness

2015 2016



Use-case: Hypothesis Generation for Mystery Illness

This patient, like the artist who made her famous, was a “cripple and an outsider,” though she was not always so. She began
life as a small, blond-haired girl with a “silver giggle,” who seemed no different from other children. However, by the time she
reached the age of three, she was walking on the outside of her feet with an odd gait. Even so, she was a bright, fiercely
determined child, who stomped around ignoring her disability as it gradually increased in severity. By the time she was 13,
she stumbled and fell frequently, though with a mind so “bright, curious and hungry,” her teacher had hopes that she too
would one day be a teacher. The patient, if not beautiful at age 19, was slim and handsome enough to attract a suitor, who
claimed that during their brief courtship, she could do anything–“row a boat, climb a tree, harness a horse, and drive a
carriage.” Her letters at that time, however, told a different story, one involving a series of “bad falls.” Her one and only suitor
vanished from her life as suddenly as he had appeared. The patient’s balance soon worsened to the point that it was unsafe
for her to look up without having a firm grip on something for steadiness. Although she was still able to walk, her crablike gait
forced her to use the entire width of the road when ambulating. Her mother made her kneepads to wear under her skirt as
protection against her many falls. Her hands, as yet unaffected, were capable of the intricate work of a talented seamstress.
By the time she reached 26, the patient could walk only three or four steps without assistance, and her hands had become
so misshaped and unsteady she had to use her wrists, elbows, and knees to do those things formerly done with her hands.
Offers of help were gently but firmly refused. By the end of her fifth decade, she had lost the ability to stand and resorted to
crawling to get where she wanted to go. Her mind continued to be as sharp as ever. No neurological disorders are known to
have affected other members of the patient’s family. Her father was a Swedish sailor with a disabling arthritis, who died at
age 72 of unknown cause. Her mother developed kidney disease in her 40s and died edematous at age 68 of either renal
failure or congestive heart failure. There were three brothers, one who died in his 80s of metastatic bone cancer. The
medical histories of the other two are unknown. The patient was evaluated medically just once, when she was 26, at the
Boston City Hospital. After a week of observation and tests failed to produce a diagnosis, she was told “to just go on living as
[she] had always done. When the patient was 56, she developed a severe illness thought to have been pneumonia. One
evening, while recuperating, she sat with one leg stretched out beneath a stove and fell asleep. When she awoke, the heat
from the fire had seared the flesh from her withered leg. The third-degree burn healed slowly in response to repeated
application of cod liver oil. At age 74, the patient finally consented to the use of a wheelchair and died shortly thereafter.
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Use-case: Hypothesis Generation for Mystery Illness

Malaria

Lichen disease

Urinary tract infection

Coccidiosis

Bacteremia

Encephalomyelitis Western Equine

Poisoning syndrome

Adult Still’s Disease

MRSA (Staph Infection)

Septecemia

Charcot Marie Tooth Disease

Welander Distal Myopathy

Fasciitis Plantar

Talocalcaneal coalition

Cerebellar atrophy

Friedreich Ataxia

Hypolipoproteinemia

Multi infarct state

Neuroleptic Induced Parkinson

Quadriplegic spastic cerebral palsy

2015 2016



Use-case: Hypothesis Generation for Mystery Illness

Hypothesis Probability

Hereditary Motor and Sensory Neuropathies 0.035417

Charcot Marie Tooth Disease 0.035417

Welander Distal Myopathy 0.022746

Fasciitis Plantar 0.02125

Talocalcaneal coalition 0.02125

Cerebellar atrophy 0.003833

Friedreich Ataxia 0.002471

Hypolipoproteinemia 0.002471

Multi infarct state 0.002471

Neuroleptic Induced Parkinson 0.002471

Quadriplegic spastic cerebral palsy 0.002471

Subcortical vascular encephalopathy 0.002471
Base probability for random disease : 1e-6



Use-case: Hypothesis Generation
2015 2016

Expert: Dr. Sanjay Saint + House staff Expert: Dr. Marc Patterson
http://www.healthline.com/health-news/medical-researchers-solve-historic-deaths#6

ORIGAMI now has answers for 23 previous mysteries….



Use-case: Hypothesis Generation

Blonde hair
CAUSES 
(Rev)

Tyrosinase related protein 1
COEXISTS
WITH

PER2 protein  mammalian COEXISTS WITH (Rev) MTMR2
ASSOCIATED
WITH

Charcot Marie Tooth Disease

SCANDINAVIAN
PART

OF (Rev)
9p21 PART OF 11q22 CAUSES Charcot Marie Tooth Disease

Search is not only about results but also the evidence….

• https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12659723

o https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11951580

▪ https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18728766

• https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24575447

http://hypothesis.ornl.gov/semmed/semmed.php
http://hypothesis.ornl.gov/semmed/semmed.php
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12659723
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11951580
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18728766
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24575447


Use-case: Knowledge + Data = Discovery
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Use-case: Beta-Blockers and Retinopathy 
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Success Stories…Bringing Transformation
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Thank you…
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Think big and ask yourself….

If Time->PageRank(WWW size) < 10 seconds, what can you do ?


